Donald Light has visited Europe and noticed that the European lay media appear to be less interested in news on medicines than the US media. He certainly has a point, at least as regards France. This piece first appeared in the ISDB Newsletter October 2007.

As a visiting researcher in Europe on medicines, I wonder why does the European press report so little about the dangers of medicines that patients take? Is it that European readers do not want to be informed about risks of medicines they take? Or that editors of newspapers and television news think such news is not important? There is a new story every month, and it’s ready to write up.

Aprotinin. Take for example a major story about the drug, aprotinin, widely used to reduce bleeding in cardiac surgery (a). It made front-page news in the US when the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a Warning: that it significantly increases heart failure and stroke. What put it on the front page, however, was that Bayer had commissioned a study that showed the drug caused high rates of death and renal damage but then did not report the results. European television and printed news made little of it; yet doctors are prescribing it to patients. Yet don’t know that the FDA thinks it is useless and this issue page 191.

Hypnotics. On 14 March 2007, the FDA decided to issue a serious warning on 14 sleeping medicines taken widely in the US and Europe (c). These pills cause some people to choke or their faces to swell. They cause others to get up and make phone calls, prepare food, and even drive their cars in their sleep, without knowing it. This warning received wide press in the United States but not by most European newspapers or TV news shows.

Why not? Some people tell me that Europeans trust their doctors and trust their government regulators. They assume all is well. If so, they are naïve, and under-reporting keeps them in the dark. It appears that Europeans cannot trust their regulators to be vigorous protectors of their public health, though French vigilance is better than most.

Etoricoxib. On 12 April 2007, the FDA (the US regulator) rejected by a vote of 20-1 a new painkiller from Merck called Arcoxia®, because it had almost no benefits and substantial risks of cardiovascular trauma (d). The news is that most European countries have approved this dangerous and useless drug. Merck is marketing it here, and doctors are prescribing it to patients. Yet because of little press coverage, they do not know that the FDA thinks it is useless and dangerous. Shouldn’t pointed questions be asked about why this drug was approved here in the first place and whether it should stay on the market?

Rebates or kickbacks? On 9 May 2007, front-page news broke on large “rebates” to American doctors treating cancer patients for prescribing anaemia medication (e). Six cancer doctors in one practice alone received US $2.7 million for prescribing medication worth $9.0 million to the company. One result is doctors overprescribing and raising red blood-cell counts to a dangerous level. The story makes one want to find out what kinds of rebate or kickback schemes are legal in different European countries and how they are affecting the quality of patient care.

The press is the key to informing the public and to making information about the medicines that Europeans take transparent. Why do papers and TV news programmes report so little, when the stories are ready to be written from key web sites, news sources, and official reports? A well-informed citizenry by an independent press is the best defense against the risks of medicines.
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